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Then walk down Chambers St. built in 1860 as an early example of civic 
renewal. Existing residents cleared without any provision of alternative 
accommodation, and the new street faced with civic and institutional 
buildings such as the Museum of Scotland and the Watt Institute (later 
to become Heriot Watt University). This typified the Haussman type 
civic improvement criticised by Patrick Geddes, to which he responded by 
developing his evolutionary proposals later known as “conservative surgery”. 

1  START AT THE LAST DROP 

       74-82 Grassmarket. EH1 2JR 
The improvement of the former Plainstaines Close presented a number of difficulties.  
The  buildings on this site were two late 17th C. tenements, with a pub and a restaurant 
at ground level.  Initially, MacRae suggested rehabilitating the existing accommodation 
on the upper floors.  This was rejected by the Medical Officer of Health on the grounds 
that the ceiling heights were too low to meet the city’s current building regulations. So 
MacRae provided a single tenement rebuilt in rubble stonework, yet retaining some of 
the original features of the two buildings.  This involved moving a turnpike stair stone 
by stone, to the centre of the plan, and the provision of two small flats with internal 
bathrooms on each of the upper floors.  The ground floor accommodates a public house 
with a new neo-Georgian façade.                                   

Shortly after the reconstruction was completed, fellow architect Robert Hurd drew 
favourable attention to MacRae’s design in The Architects’ Journal. The end result was 
“sensitively reminiscent of its predecessor and very cleverly planned” with a “charming 
elevation … full of interest and …an improvement on the old one”.

5  CANDLEMAKERS ROW   
     39-43 Candlemakers Row, EH1 2QA   
5 storey rubble tenement of 1643. Restored and converted to a women’s hostel for the 
City in the 1930s by MacRae, reconverted after the closure of the hostel to flats by the 
Old Town Housing Association in the late 1980s.

4  GAP SITE AT COWGATEHEAD   
     39-43 Candlemakers Row, EH1 2QA   
This longstanding gap may shortly be filled by the back-end of an over-scaled 250 bed 
hotel, the main entrance to which will be from India buildings at the top of Victoria 
Street. The site was reserved for many years for an extension to the City’s Central Library 
on George IV Bridge. However the City has now decided forgo the extension and sell he 
site to a hotel developer.  This has provoked strong opposition from the local community 
and conservation organisations (including Historic Scotland). This site raises important 
issues about current developments in the Edinburgh World Heritage site.

8  DOVECOT STUDIOS 
       10 Infirmary St. EH1 1LT 
An example of imaginative reuse of an existing building, the old Infirmary St. Baths, 
converted to tapestry studio, exhibition and meeting rooms, and a few flats by 
Malcolm Fraser.

6  CANDLEMAKERS ROW
       West Side, EH1 2QA
Early 18th c tenements, restored by MacRae in 1930 and again by Simpson and Brown in 
1978. Georgian style shopfronts by MacRae. The rear wall is built around memorials in 
Greyfriars kirkyard.

9  PLEASANCE/ RICHMOND PLACE/ 
    W RICHMOND ST. 
      Housing by Macrae. 1934. EH8 9DZ
113 flats with 5 shops at street level.  15 tenements of varying heights, arranged around 
the perimeter of the site.  The development is enhanced by the variations in building 
height and roof edge treatments, and the presence of bold stone chimneys.  Along the 
Pleasance , the tenements are 4 storeys, maintaining the scale of this principal street.  

Along West Richmond Street there is a blend of 3- and 4-storey tenements.  The 
scale of development was further reduced in Richmond Place, where the buildings 
are predominantly 3-storeys.  The exception is the central tenement, which contains 
an arched pend allowing public access to the Pleasance, via a new internal footpath 
running through the development and linked to the nursery school.                                                                                           

The flat plans are highly standardised for reasons of economy.  All of the 15 
tenements have two flats per floor, approached off a common stair placed on the rear 
wall to ensure adequate ventilation and daylight.  The flats comprise a living room, 2 
or 3 bedrooms, a good-size kitchen opening off the living room, and a bathroom with 
bath and WC. Now mostly privately owned the flats still provide popular and robust 
accommodation.7  CANDLEMAKER’S HALL

       EH1 2QA
A pioneering restoration by MacRae, for what became the premises of the Monks of St. 
Giles. The meeting room on the top floor has fielded pine panelling, and other rooms 
were lined with panelling salvaged from demolished buildings. Recently converted to 
flats. 

2  HERIOT CROSS 

       EH1 2HR
 
Unusual design by A Lorne Campbell who was known mainly for his church work. This 
seems to be his only housing design, though he was active in the Scottish Garden City 
Association, and made a proposal to combine tenements with a spacious Garden City 
type layout.

3  COWGATEHEAD 

       EH1 1JU
This MacRae project at Cowgatehead, at the east end of the Grassmarket, involved 
the demolition of a 6-storey structure in dangerous condition to make way for a new 
municipal hostel for single men containing 141 bed-spaces. The overall height matched 
the adjoining tenements, and the main façade of rough masonry had a sympathetic 
pattern of fenestration. This municipal hostel remained in operation for seventy years, 
but closed in 2003 and then converted into small self-contained flats for owner-
occupation.
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    EBENEZER MACRAE WALK, 2PM SUNDAY 15 MAY       

Ebenezer MacRae was Edinburgh’s City Architect from 1925 to 1946, described by Charles McKean in “The Scottish Thirties” as an ‘outstanding man’.  In 1926 he 
assumed the additional responsibility for the planning and design of council housing, and by the time he retired his team had provided around 12,000 houses.

This walk studies some of MacRae’s housing, principally his reconstruction and infill developments within the historic core of the city. MacRae was influenced by 
Patrick Geddes’ concept of “conservative surgery”, i.e. the incremental repair and reconstruction of historic areas of the city centre in contrast to the more radical 
“city improvement” schemes exemplified by Chambers St. MacRae was deeply interested in, and knowledgeable about, the Old Town. After his retiral in 1946 he 
produced for the City Council a study of the Old Town  which became the foundation for the later listing of historic buildings and creation of conservation areas.

The walk is about 1.5miles, and will take between 1 and 1.5 hours. 
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